DIS2018
Announcement
Apr. 19, 2018 (Thursday)
Excursion

• 3 courses
  1. Himeji Castle coach tour
  2. Naruto "Uzu Shio" (whirling tide through a narrow channel) coach + boat tour
  3. Nada "Sake" (rice wine) brewery coach + short walking tour
• Bus for the courses 1&2 departs at 13:00; 13:30 for course 3
• Get a lunch box first, then go to the bus stop
  • Lunch boxes are served near the room.
  • Time is short. HURRY UP, PLEASE!!!
How to get to the bus station

• Go down to the first floor by lift
• Get out of the building from the exit on the left
• Turn right to the direction of the station.
• You will find the buses on the road
Lunch box station for room 406
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Diagram showing the lunch box station and elevators.
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